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ELEPHANTS ON TOUR. 

Ever wonder what a family of Elephants does for their vacation? Find the answer in the Elephants Tour 
England, the newest title from New Mexico children’s author Beverly Eschberger to be published in 
April, 2009.  

An English adventure is in store! The Elephant Family is taking a short family holiday touring southern 
England. It starts off as a quiet bus tour. The family visits the city of Bath and Stonehenge. Then Harold 
and Penelope get on the wrong bus. Will Harold and Penelope find their way back to their parents? Will 
Harold be forced to learn French? And can Mr. and Mrs. Elephant find a convertible to rent? 

The book is wonderfully illustrated by Jim Gower. Together, the story and images bring the wonderful 
English culture, geography, and the adventure the Elephant family has to life. 

Children love the fun adventure that Harold and Penelope have in the story. Parents love the Elephants 
Tour England because it is family friendly and teaches children about places and cultures they may not 
be familiar with. Ms. Eschberger makes learning about culture and geography a fun adventure for the 
entire family. 

About the Author: Beverly Eschberger enjoys writing books she would have liked to read as a child. 
She first met the Elephant family on her second trip to England at a pub in Bath and has made a lasting 
friendship with the entire Elephant family. She enjoys sharing sweets with Harold and Penelope, 
admiring art with Mrs. Elephant, and talking politics with Mr. Elephant. Her first Elephant Family 
Adventure book – The Elephants Visit London was a 2008 New Mexico Book Awards finalist for 
juvenile fiction and was a Mom’s Choice Awards Silver Award winner. Ms. Eschberger lives in New 
Mexico, with her husband and son. 

About the Publisher: Artemesia Publishing is a small publishing company located in Albuquerque, 
New Mexico. Currently with 6 titles in print, including The Elephants Tour England, the company 
works to publish high quality books from select authors that will educate, inform, and entertain the 
reader. The Elephants Tour England is the second title to be published under the Kinkajou Press imprint 
of Artemesia Publishing. For more information about the company or our other titles please contact Mr. 
Habiger at the address above. 
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